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NELE WALDERT - Della Dissimulazione Onesta

Milan, May  22nd, 2014. EFFEARTE gallery  doubles the last event of the season with 
two solo shows by  the artists Katja Davar and Nele Waldert. The two exhibitions Katia 
Davar - Lettura di un'onda [Reading a wave] and Nele Waldert - Della 
dissimulazione onesta [On Honest Dissimulation], although opened at the same 
time and hosted in the same space, are independent both for the installation and the 
concept. Both, Katja Davar and Nele Waldert, live and work in the heart of the 
Rhineland, respectively  in Cologne and in Düsseldorf, and belong to a similar 
generation, but they  develop experimentations differing completely  in purpose and in 
results.

Katja Davar (London, 1968) lives and works between London and Cologne. The 
compositional complexity  of her artworks reflects the high grade of theoretical 
deepness they  arise from. Her “virtual landscapes” are the result of an original 
research combining a vedutismo of oriental and classical matrix; with the aesthetic 
potential of the latest statistical graphic and modern diagrammatical logic; with an 
interest, partially  stemming from her family’s Iranian origins, in primigenial pre-
alphabetical writing forms, particularly in the ancient Mesopotamia cuneiform tradition. 

The artist brings together a scrupulous historical and philological research with an 
equally  meticulous work method. She draws exclusively  free-hand (using only  pencil 
and Indian ink on paper and canvas, especially  smoothed down with abrasive paper) or 
uses self-made stencils that allow her to reiterate indefinitely  the same symbol into 
thick decorative patterns. The same technical ability  can be found in the video-
animations where single drawings, modeled by  means of sophisticated digital 
instruments, transform themselves into accurate and poetical tridimensional moving 
objects.

Lettura di un'onda [Reading a wave] is the title of the first paradigmatic chapter of 
Palomar (1983), Italo Calvino's last novel. Mr Palomar is «a character in search for 
harmony in a world full of torments and screeching» and, in order to find it, he attempts 
to describe, with an almost obsessive precision, every  single natural or social 
circumstance attracting his cognitive interest. Although it is based onto the strict rules 
of the modern scientific and mathematical method that has inspired and seduced Mr 
Palomar, even if he is not able or has no wish to handle all its aspects, this personal 
view of the world has mainly  lyrical effects. Mr Palomar's behavior – here lies the 
affinity  with Katja Davar's proposal – recalls a hybrid dimension in between science 
and poetry, science and art, already typical of the Renaissance and Elizabethan age.

As the British historian Frances Yates pointed out, the modern scientific project arose 
when mathematical disciplines emancipated from the late sixteenth-century  culture, 
oriented toward the rising Galilean method though still permeated by  Hermeticism and 
Neoplatonism traditionally correlated with: esoterism, magic and alchemy, occultism, 
cabala and astrology. Yet without a clear distinction between scientiae and artes, these 
cognitive practices, as many pioneers of exact sciences argue – among which 
Descartes in the Discourse on the Method (1637) and Francis Bacon in the Novum 
organum (1620) – were labeled as curiosae scientiae, a concept that seems to best 
define both Palomar's literal gesture and Katja Davar's artistic research.
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Nele Waldert  (Düsseldorf, 1964) lives and works in Düsseldorf. Della dissimulazione 
onesta [On Honest Dissimulation] is her second solo show in Italy. Nele Waldert's 
artworks consist of small and medium size sculptures, realized with a variety  of 
materials. Almost the totality  of her work is made directly  inside her atelier, but 
sometimes (for cooking particular terracottas and ceramics or for glassblowing) she 
relies on external laboratories; she rarely  commissions particular productions to expert 
craftsmen.

The focus of her research is the attempt, in constant evolution and perhaps now finally 
fulfilled, to find the “model” human being, the standard man: expressionless face; 
features that reveal neither age nor geographic provenience; undefined gender. The 
result is a peculiar being in between the biblical or neoplatonic hermaphrodite 
forefather and the current ordinary man, featureless, globalized, heir to the sujet or 
citoyen theorized by  Enlightenment thinkers. Her quest for neutrality  often renders 
these subjects slightly  unsetting, like aliens or even alienated people. On the other 
hand the animal figures are less off-putting since, as the artist herself explains, they are 
easily  standardized as there is no need to neutralise (meaning both «eliminating» and 
«making neutral») any psychological complexity or individuality.

As in the archaic Grecian statuary, Nele Waldert's “young men” have a frontal posture, 
with their arms alongside the body and an ineffable smile: like kouroi but with no 
athletic ideal or edifying value. Moreover, while the so-called «archaic smile» in the 
kouros  and in the kore was probably  due to technical difficulties and a lack of interest 
for introspection, in the sculptures on show the «archaic smile» is the conscious 
outcome of a process that obliterates precisely  that need for truth and inner excavation 
typical of the following western art of portrait and history of physiognomy.

Although situated in odd and absurd situations, Nele Waldert's very  personal kouroi, 
thanks to their expressive ataraxia, become unwittingly the best testimonials to the 
honest dissimulation. The later is the attitude to which, in 1641, the Neapolitan writer 
Torquato Accetto dedicated his famous treatise, also titling the exhibition. 
«Dissimulation is», upon his definition, «an industry of not showing things as they are. 
You simulate what it is not, and dissimulate what it is». With their calm aplomb, 
«tolerating, keeping quiet, waiting», the artist's little sculptures do not react because «in 
this life you do not always have to show your true heart» and, thanks to this elegant 
dissimulation, they draw the sympathy of each and every viewer. 
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